A History of Private Life
Philippe Aries
and Georges Duby, General Editors
Volume I: From Pagan Rome to Byzantium
Edited by Paul Veyne
Translated by Arthur Goldhammer

“This engrossing volume attempts to show women and men of ancient times as they actually were—the houses they lived in, their work and sex lives, customs and how the state and religion affected their outlook. . . . Marvelously illustrated . . . Reading this book is like stepping back into the past.”
—Publishers Weekly

Belknap $29.50

Love as Passion
The Codification of Intimacy
Niklas Luhmann
Translated by Jeremy Gaines and Doris L. Jones

Luhmann takes us back to a time when passionate love took place exclusively outside marriage and traces the gradual development of a language and code of behavior that made love and intimacy the essential components of married life.

Belknap $27.50

Unfree Labor
American Slavery and Russian Serfdom
Peter Kolchin

“An original, perceptive, and significant book. Admirably proving the enormous value of comparative study, Kolchin’s analysis provides fresh insights into the nature of unfree labor in general and slavery and serfdom in particular.”
—Harold D. Woodman, Purdue University

Belknap $25.00

Now in paperback

Beyond Suffrage
Women in the New Deal
Susan Ware

“A sensitive collective biography of twenty-eight women New Dealers and . . . a description of their tactical means of operation . . . All can unite in thanking Ware for opening a uniquely political chapter in women’s history and for revitalizing the historiography of the New Deal.”
—Journal of American History

$7.95 paper
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